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2015: Looking Forward with
Joseph Farrell - Jan. 15th
To
“The financial and investment community will be
forced during 2015 to grapple with evolving
investment models for Planet Earth, as the central
banking-warfare model runs its course and the
Bretton Woods system unravels.” ~ Solari Report
2014 Annual Wrap Up
This week on The Solari Report, Dr. Joseph Farrell
will join me to discuss the Solari Report 2014
Annual Wrap Up – and to review the forces that are
driving events in 2015. This conversation will be free
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range and – as Dr. Farrell says – engage in lots of
“high octane speculation.” Enjoy the web
presentation for the Wrap Up first – you will get
essential perspective on what is happening and
whatʼs ahead. As one subscriber said, “The view is
breathtaking.”
Catherine Austin Fitts

Russia to Shift Ukraine
Gas Transit to Turkey as
EU Cries Foul
American
Entrepreneurship: Dead or
Alive?

Special Solari Report: In-State Equity Crowdfunding
Offerings as an Alternative to Federal Jobs Act - Now
Available to All Solari Readers!
~The following article and accompanying table are intended for use as
reference tools and as indications of the types of requirements and
restrictions that may be found in various state statutes and regulations. They
should not be relied upon, may not be current, accurate or complete and do
not constitute legal advice for readers. Any small business interested in
conducting a state crowdfunding offering should consult competent legal
counsel in the applicable home state before taking any action.~
[CAF Note: Whenever I am interested in a highly complex legal and regulatory issue,
I turn to our attorney Carolyn Betts to research and write something that distills the
material down so that a serious entrepreneur can get the lay of the land before
finding the right attorney. The goal is to take a very important issue and reduce the
task of defining options to something a busy person can handle it. As the federal
government has declined to create a regulatory pathway for crowdfunding to serve
as a legitimate tool for entrepreneurs to raise equity capital, the states are
proceeding to take action. If using crowdfunding to invest or raise capital with
securities is of interest, do check out what is happening in your state. Here it is –
another tour de force from Carolyn Betts.]
See it here!

Solari Report Subscription “Special Offer”
Ends February 27, 2015
When you sign up for a 1-year non-refundable subscription you will receive the 2014
Annual Wrap Up “A Free & Inspired Life”.
This offer ends February 27, 2015.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery of this special report.
See More Details Here

The Secret Space Program Videos are Now Available to Solari
Report Subscribers!
Our friends from The Secret Space Program have very kindly allowed us to provide
the video to our subscribers!
“What is in space now and what can be? How does space influence all of our lives?
Are there Cosmic Cultures and Civilizations? Are they visiting us, are they under us?
If so, how will this impact our lives? Midst all the myths and legends, speculations
and interpretations, theories and perspectives, fears and “research”, how does one
discern the truth? With the spins and twists presented in books, documentaries,
conferences and speakers, you might find your answers during this unique
conference.
If we manage to ask the right questions and put some of the pieces together we
might be getting closer to some kind of answer – what is really going on out there?
Who is really running things? What are their goals? Why are they behaving this
way?”
See it here or Subscribe

Highlights from Our Last Report
Happy New Year!
On Thursday, January 8th, the Solari Report team will publish our Annual Wrap Up,

complete with an online Web Presentation with graphs and charts to help you assess
and digest the richness of our topic.
Here is what I will be covering:
A Free and Inspired Life – our theme for 2015.
Money Maps of the World – we have created a tool to review the “geo” of
“geopolitics.”
Planet Equity – our choice for the “big trend” to highlight this year.
The Most Important Stories of 2014 and the Deeper Trends – I look at critical
drivers in our culture and economy that define your opportunities and risks.
2014 Financial Market Round Up – a review of performance in the global
financial markets.
2015: Get Ready, Get Ready, Get Ready – letʼs talk about scenarios and
strategies for this coming year.
Vision 2020 – The Solari Report team wants to support your free and inspired
life: here are our plans for 2015.
Best Books for 2015 – Some of our favorite picks to keep you in the know this
year.
And the Winners are… – announcing the Solari Report hero, documentary and
movie of the year.
Credits and Closing – The Solari Report draws from the best and the brightest
– we want to remind you of who they are and how you can enjoy their
offerings.

This is a great way to start your year – with perspective!
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized
experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and
financial climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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